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All these Ethiopian languages are written. Ethiopia is
the only African country inhabited by a non-Mediterranean
stock which has a written language.
At the same time it is mechanically backward. It has
never made a wheel. Between the loaded rnules and ponies
of the plateau and the Chevrolet trucks of Mohammedally
and Nasibu's Ogaden army, there are no gradations.
The earth, rich with millet, maize, wheat, guinea corn,
is scratched by two pieces of a tree lashed together and
shod with iron. That is their plough, older than Virgil's,
in its parts far less neatly contrived than Odysseus' boat
hammered in the isle of Calypso.
Small oxen—animals are small but sturdy in Ethiopia—
drag the wood over large Ethiopian fields, whose soil is
rich and heavy. In most parts they sow twice, in some even
three times a year.
Particularly their barley is good, growing fat green heads
in the damp mountain valleys, cosseted by the runnels cut
down the hill-sides where the stone houses of the Amharas
stand immune from the deluge each behind its lych gate.
The grain grows up to the edge and into the fissures of the
rock. The Gallas, wearing only the dirty loose jodhpurs
that long Amharic rule or immixture has given them, bend
their brown bodies over the barley to strip it with the hand.
On the plain, reaping is done with the short knife. When
the Italians entered Addis Ababa they shot many peasants
who owned these instruments, which they chose to consider
weapons.
The crop is dried in neat little stocks and then divided
into granary huts and small tufted haystacks. A beer*called
tella is made out of the barley and passed into big pottery
jars. For feasts wild honey is taken from the trees and
fermented to make tej, an African mead which gave me
heartburn after every celebration.
At feasts, which follow regularly the vigorous fasts of the
Coptic church, the Ethiopians eat raw meat. They believe
that it makes them strong and honourably ferocious. An
after-effect, for the meat is not always new, is often worms.
This common Ethiopian affliction, excuse for much indolence
and release from many dull engagements, is swept away in
a devastating purge by a brew from the Kosso-tree.
Staple tree of the Ethiopian system, the kosso grows to

